CATTLEBOSS DA48

48’ PORTABLE DOUBLE ALLEY CHUTE SYSTEM WITH OPTIONAL SCALE SYSTEM.

★ STANDARD EQUIPMENT
★ HEAVY DUTY MANUAL HEADGATE
★ REVERSIBLE CONTROLS
★ ADJUSTABLE SQUEEZE – DOUBLE SQUEEZE
★ DUAL SIDE EXITS
★ 8-FOLD DOWN BRANDING WINDOWS
★ DOUBLE FOLD DOWN BOTTOM SIDE PANELS – REMOVEABLE
★ PALPATION CAGE WITH FLEX CUTTING GATE
★ 8’ ALLEYWAY WITH OPTIONAL DIGITAL SUSPENDED SCALE SYSTEM
★ 16’ DOUBLE ALLEYWAY WITH 8’ ALLEY SORT
★ 2 – CAN’T BACK IN EACH ALLEYWAY
★ DIVIDERS WITH 4 STRANDS OF CABLE FOR CATTLE SAFETY – CATTLE ARE ABLE TO MAINTAIN EYE CONTACT GOING THROUGH THE ALLEYWAY
★ RUMBER FLOORING
★ REAR MOUNTED LIGHTS

★ DIMENSIONS
LENGTH: 48’
WIDTH: 67”
HEIGHT: 101”
Rear View Showing:
- Rumber Flooring
- Rear Mounted Lights
- Can't Backs in Alleyway

- Center Divider is 60” Tall
- 32” Sheeted Divider Up From Floor
- Top 28” has 4 strands of cable across the center

Wheels Pictured in Down Position